AEROBATICS | FORMATION | SKYTYPING

THE ULTIMATE IN AERIAL
ADVERTISING

Maximum impact; targeted approach
 Picture five aircraft Skytyping in a straight line formation at 10,000ft. On command, we activate our onboard
patented typing system and a signal is sent to each aircraft to emit a pulse of smoke. The pulses create
characters which in turn create your Sky Billboard™ message.
 The average time to Skytype™ a character, the size of the Empire State Building, is only four seconds. The
hang time for an average five-mile long (20-25 characters) Sky Billboard™ is three to seven minutes. That’s a
lot longer than a 15 second TV commercial, or a ground billboard read by passing traffic.
 Skytyping™ is 1,000 times larger than any road sign or aerial billboard, and it is custom placed over your
specific target area/event to provide maximum impact.

Professional team; conscientious & environmentally friendly
 The Yakovlevs are the world’s largest, privately owned piston aircraft display team. Now in its 18th year of
operation, the team has travelled the world performing precision formation and graceful aerobatics.
Watched by more than two billion spectators, the team pilots are some of the most experienced and most
respected display pilots in the world.
 The Yakovlevs use environmentally-friendly white medicinal smoke oil for their Skytyping, which is non-toxic
and fully biodegradable; a product that the team was proud to pioneer.

Project deployment/costings
 Skytyping™ is a bespoke service and as such needs to be costed on a case by case basis. The fixed rate is the
Skytyping™ itself; the variables are cost of relocation to an event, and the weather.
 Skytyping™ requires a blue-sky backdrop to type against. As such, there are days when Skytyping™ will work
and days when it won’t. We recommend that clients purchase a series of messages and book us to perform
at an event over a series of days, in order to ensure that a full service can be provided and all messages
Skytyped.
 In the event of prolonged inclement weather during an event, which prevents any Skytyping™, the team will
guarantee either a return visit at cost, or a credit for future events.

 In addition to deployment costs, Skytyping™ is priced at a rate of £3,750 per message, based on a maximum
number of 25 characters.
 The Yakovlevs can perform Skytyping™ in any part of the world. Please contact us for deployment costs
outside of Europe.
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